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By Phillips, Diane

Broadway, 2000. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: Early praise for Diane Phillips'sPot Pies: "Diane Phillips'sPot Piesbrings us right
back to the comfort of the kitchen, where she shows us how to keep our own home-fires burning
with fun and unexpected ideas our families will love." --Leslie Revsin, author ofGreat Fish, Quick
"The heavenly aroma of something great to eat wafts right out of these pages, making your mouth
water and your stomach growl. Thank goodness the easy-to-follow recipes are close at hand so you
don't have to suffer a single unnecessary moment of delayed gratification. A state of sublime
ecstasy is yours for the baking. Get cooking." --Lora Brody, author ofBread Machine BakingandLora
Brody: Plugged In "Diane Phillips applies her impressively creative touch to the ultimate comfort
food, offering hot-from-the-oven dishes that Mom would have been proud to put on the table, as
well as updated renditions of favorites for the new century." --Rick Rodgers, author ofThanksgiving
101andChristmas 101 "As a child of the 1950s, I grew up on Mom's chicken pot pies. What a great
delight to discover Diane Phillips's new book. It's chock-full of fresh new fillings, flavors, and...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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